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Road to the great 
American dream:
UtahAmerican Energy’s underground oasis



MASSEY Energy is one of the largest coal
mining company in the eastern US, with
mining operations at 19 locations and annual
coal production exceeding 40 million tons.
Massey managers pride themselves on using
a “hands-on”style, working with employees to
achieve high levels of safety and efficiency at
the company’s operations. Part of that safety
improvement process has also been working
closely with suppliers.

One recent example of a successful
operation-supplier relationship has been with
Quaker Chemical, according to Massey chief
operating officer and senior vice president
Chris Adkins.

Massey recently started using Quaker’s fire
resistant hydraulic fluid Quintolubric 814-02,
which Adkins has found not only improves
the safety of Massey’s operations, but has also
paid for itself with the amount of money
saved.

“We expect ongoing support from our
suppliers to help us meet our goal of being
the best coal mine operators in the world.
Quaker Chemical Corporation has provided
the support and assistance to help reduce our
costs by increasing our productivity and by
reducing down time and maintenance
requirements,” Adkins said.

For Quaker also, it rates a high level or
service and support as an essential
component of the supplier’s role.

“Change is never an easy process and
when evaluating the possibility of changing
longwall fluid it requires consideration from

various levels of management. On the surface
there appears to be great risk while in fact not
choosing to evaluate other advanced
technology available may pose equal or
greater risk,” Quaker business director of
hydraulic fluids and lubricants Kevin Dickey
said.

“When evaluating longwall fluid and other
industrial lubricants more than the fluid itself
should be evaluated — things such as service
and support. These are just as important as
proper fluid and lubricant selection.”

Some of the most important functions of a
hydraulic fluid occur in the longwall system
where it provides pressure to the hydraulic
cylinders responsible for advancing the shield
over the mining equipment, pushing the face
conveyor forward to the next cut, and
controlling roof and floor movements. The
longwall hydraulic fluid must provide
lubrication of the hydraulic cylinders;
maintain a consistency that allows effective
filtering to remove contaminant particles and
dirt; and prohibit the growth of bacteria and
fungi in the working fluid

“The fluid we use must exhibit low toxicity
and be biodegradable to avoid negative
health, safety and environmental impact.
Product stability must be high to allow
numerous cycles while retaining the
preceding performance characteristics,”
Adkins said.

The Quintolubric 814-02 fluid has also
improved the cleanliness of the solenoid
valves used in Massey’s hydraulic system. By

using Quintolubric 814-02, Massey has been
able to significantly reduce maintenance and
solenoid failure rate. These improvements
have lead to an increase in longwall operation
production and an increase in the mines’
profitability.

“The use of superior fire resistant hydraulic
fluids is a critical element in the achievement
of our safety objectives in our longwall
operations. All of our longwall operations
now experience longwall fluid systems with
no bacteria and fungi as well as no scum
build-up or deposits.We experienced bacteria
levels as high as 109 and today we are at zero.
This has been a tremendous benefit towards
protecting our workers health and safety
while simultaneously lowering filter
consumption,” Adkins said.

Safety has not been the only benefit since
switching fluids. “Each of our longwall
operations experienced high levels of
solenoid consumption. We experienced
solenoids sticking due to deposits. Since
changing to Quaker’s Quintolubric longwall
fluids, we have achieved more then 80%
reduction in solenoid consumption, and our
solenoids upon inspection appear in very
good condition.

“The benefits of improved solenoid life
translate into improved operational
efficiencies. Our shield technicians used to
spend a lot of their time changing solenoids
during a shift. Now they can focus their time
on more productive work. Additional savings
are realized simply by not being required to
purchase such large quantities of solenoids.”

“To quote one worker,‘in the past we could
not keep enough solenoids in stock, since
changing to Quaker the shelves are full’,” he
said.

Quaker offers a complete line of synthetic
lubricants designed specifically for the
mining industry, including Quintolubric
longwall fluids and MineTech synthetic
lubricants.

Massey comes
clean on fluid
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Massey chief operating officer and 
senior vice president Chris Adkins.

Before: Solenoid after 90 days use with previous fluid.

After : Solenoid after 90 days using Quintolubric 814-02.
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AS THE coal boom continues, operations are
moving along at record pace to keep coal
supplies plentiful while carefully watching
capital expenses. For rebuild specialist
Interstate Machinery, coal’s positive upswing
has brought them significant expansion.

“We’ve expanded three times already
here,”said company president Charlie Cline. In
fact, the Beaver, West Virginia-based outfit

recently began offering rebuilt equipment as
well as a line of new scoops and belt drives.

In the rebuild sector, Interstate Machinery
primarily sees continuous miners, mainly due
to their high initial price tag, followed by the
company’s other specializations of scoops,
shuttle cars and belt drives.

In all cases, he said, “there’s no hidden
things in it” when it comes back to the
customer.“You can see what we’ve done, and
you know what’s new and what’s not. You
have to be straight up with your customer,
because this business is way too competitive
to take chances or shortcuts.”

On average, about 70% of the company’s
work comes from rebuilding equipment
while 30% accounts for new sales, while the
division is about 50:50 for belt drives.

However, Cline said part of the momentum
behind the decision to begin offering new
equipment stemmed from rebuild
equipment availability; coal’s good days have
made machinery scarce. “All the used
equipment ... are being utilized. Everyone’s
grabbed a hold of what they could.”

While a shortage of machinery to work on
would normally create a work squeeze for a
rebuild specialist, Cline admitted the strategy
to add a line of new products also had a
financial basis related to the cyclical, yet fickle,
coal market. As coal prices rise and rebuilt
equipment interest spikes, the trend is that
operators go back to new, in his opinion, and
this time is no different.

“Some things need to be new, if it’s a high
productive piece,”he said, adding that in some
equipment cases, such as continuous miners,
it becomes an issue of how many times a piece
can be rebuilt before its optimum workability
is compromised. Both of these affect the level
of new equipment purchases as well.

While Cline said his business is “pretty
swift” on both sides and with a typical

turnaround within six months, he and the
company are looking to the western US to
expand their products and services. United
Coal, Magnum Coal and Gatling Coal’s mines
are just a handful of Interstate’s clients that
have purchased its new equipment since it
began offering it one year ago.

Cline also said as technology of original
equipment manufacturer equipment

moves forward, rebuild companies will have
to keep step with the advances, something
Interstate has and will always do.

Manufacturers “are always on their toes,
always making a better wheel.

“We understand the future for coal is
bright, and we definitely want to be a part of
it — so, of course, we are on our toes all the
time.”

What’s old is new again
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Interstate Machinery, based in West Virginia, says about 70% of its workload comes from rebuilds while 30% are from new unit sales.

“All the used
equipment ... are
being utilized.
Everyone’s grabbed a
hold of what they
could.”
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